
 

 

 
 
 

2017 Call for Nominations for IMIA Board Positions 
IMIA Vice-President for MedInfo Position  
 

Description 

The VP MedInfo is ultimately responsible for planning and coordinating a successful MedInfo, 

from the scientific as well as organizational points of view. The VP MedInfo works with the IMIA 

Executive Office, the Scientific Program Committee, the Editorial Board, the Local Organizing 

Committee and several other players in order to define a timeline of events, the need for funds 

and all actions related to carrying out a successful MedInfo. 

The VP for MedInfo is responsible for gathering together and analyzing all bids submitted by 

member societies and presenting them to the board and the GA. 

Expectations 

The IMIA VP MedInfo is expected to review and understand all aspects of the organization's 

that are required by the role of planning and coordinating a MedInfo including statutes and by-

laws, policies and procedures, financial and legal situation, and strategic plan. The VP MedInfo 

acts as a spokesperson to the larger community, including partners, other NGOs, such as 

WHO, IFHIMA and IFIP. The VP MedInfo speaks in public on behalf of the organization and 

advocates for MedInfo. By modeling appropriate behavior, the VP MedInfo sets high standards 

for all parts and intervenes if conflicts of interest or confidentiality issues arise. 

Duties 

Working with the IMIA Executive Office, IMIA Office and the IMIA Board, the VP MedInfo 

ensures that timelines and use of resources are in accordance with the plan and informs any 

obstacle or opportunity that refers to MedInfo. 

Vision 

The VP MedInfo works with the CEO, SPC and LOC to make sure board resolutions are carried 

out. Together, they set the agendas which are focused on key strategic issues. 

Experience, Skills and Qualities 

A successful IMIA VP MedInfo demonstrates community leadership; being respected by board 

members, the CEO and key stakeholders; is able to lead the MedInfo players in handling 

difficult issues; and, possesses the ability to communicate, listen and seek input from others. 

Strong group dynamic skills are essential to keep the plan running smoothly and to deal with 

any conflicts that may arise. 

 


